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• Light bouncing around in a scene

Global illumination?

www.photos-of-the-year.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This talk is about global illumination (GI), which, in the layman’s terms, is due to light bouncing around in a scene. Depending on objects’ shapes and materials, GI can give rise to all sorts of visual effects some of which are shown here. 



Diffuse inter-reflection
• May go unnoticed, but looks odd if missing

Slide credit: Michael Bunnell 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A less contrived example of global illumination, due to Michael Bunnell, is shown here. The diffuse inter-reflections provide subtle details in illumination that may often go unnoticed, but without which the image would look strange: smooth illumination gradients, colors in shadows, and color-bleeding.



Why is GI important?

• Architectural visualization
• Interior design
• Product design
• Animated movies, special effects
• Games
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is GI important? Essentially any application that uses CG rendering also uses global illumination. 



• Brief rehash of realistic rendering

• Irradiance caching
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Outline



Realistic rendering

• For each visible point p in the scene
– How much light is reflected towards the camera
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us now briefly review some basic terms of GI computation.  Given the description of a scene, the goal of realistic rendering is to compute the amount of light reflected from visible scene surfaces that arrives to the virtual camera through image pixels. This light determines the color of image pixels.



Where does the light come from?

• From light sources (direct illumination)
• From scene surfaces (indirect illumination)

p
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focusing on one such point, where does the light come from?  Surely, it comes directly from the light sources placed in the scene – this is called the direct illumination. But light can also arrive from any scene surface, after being reflected several times. This is the indirect illumination. 



Direct and global illumination
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the left is an image generated by taking into account only direct illumination. Shadows are completely black because there is no direct illumination in the shadowed areas. On the right is the result of global illumination computation where light is allowed to bounce around in the scene before it is finally reflected towards the camera.



Where does the light go then?

• Light reflection – material reflectance

p
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we know where the light comes from at p. But we want to compute how much of it is reflected towards the camera. This is determined by the surface material reflectance properties.



Light reflection

• BRDF
• Shader

image courtesy Wojciech Matusik
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The material reflectance determines the surface’s response to incoming light. The spheres on the right are all illuminated the same – their varying appearance is entirely determined by their different material properties. In physically-based image synthesis (rendering), the most common way to mathematically describe material reflectance characteristics is the BRDF – bidirectional reflectance distribution function.



BRDF components

Images by Addy Ngan

Glossy / specular Diffuse
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Illumination integral

• Total amount of light reflected to ωo:

Lo = ∫ Li(ωi) BRDF (ωi) cosθi dωi

p

Lo

Li(ωi)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to compute the amount of light going from p towards the camera. Assuming we know how much light is coming to p from all possible directions (the incoming hemisphere), the reflected light can be computed by evaluating the illumination integral: For each incoming direction, we multiply the radiance from that direction by the BRDF and the cosine term. To get the total amount of reflected light, we sum (integrate) these contributions over all incoming directions. Then we add the self emitted light at p (in case p is on the light source) and we have the total amount of light going from p towards the camera.



Light transport

• Q: How much light is coming from ωi ?

Li(p,ωi)  =  Lo(p’,−ωi)

p

p’
Lo(p’,−ωi)

=

Li(p,ωi)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We made an important assumption in computing the illumination integral. We assumed that we know how much light is coming to p from each direction. But how do we find this out? Taking advantage of the fact that radiance does not change along straight lines, we see that the incoming radiance from direction wi is equal to the outgoing radiance at a point p’ visible from p along wi. 



Recursion

• Q: How much light is reflected from p’ ?

Illumination integral at p’

p

p’
Lo(p’,−ωi) = ?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have transformed the question of “how much light is coming to p from some direction” into “how much light is leaving p’ into the opposite direction”. To answer the latter question, we apply the illumination integral once again at p’, in a recursive fashion. We can see that light transport is a recursive procedure, where each recursion level corresponds to one reflection of light.



GI computation

• Many techniques exist
– You have seen path tracing

• All of them transport light among surfaces

• Different practical consequences

• Today: „irradiance caching”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a plethora of techniques for GI computation. The purpose of all of them is to simulate (or approximate in a visually plausible manner) the inter-reflections of light between surfaces. These techniques have different advantages and disadvantages that make them more or less suitable for specific applications. 



Unbiased vs. biased estimators

• Path tracing
– unbiased but noisy images

• Practice
– Prefer less noise at the cost of bias
– Systematic bias more acceptable than noise if 

“looks good” is our measure of image quality



• Unbiased estimator
– No systematic error, only variance

• Consistent estimator
– Has systematic error
– Converges to the correct result
– E.g. irradiance caching
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Unbiased vs. consistent estimator



Irradiance Caching



• Distribution path tracing (DPT)
– Estimate illumination integral at a point by 

tracing many rays (500-5000)
– Costly computation

• Irradiance caching accelerates DPT for diffuse 
indirect illumination

Motivation



• Spatial coherence
– Diffuse indirect illumination changes slowly over 

surfaces

Motivation

Indirect irradiance – changes slowly



• Sparse locations for full DRT computation
• Resulting irradiance stored in a cache
• Most pixels interpolated from cached records

Image credit: Okan Arikan

Irradiance caching



Irradiance caching

• Faster computation of the diffuse component of 
indirect illumination

• Diffuse reflection

Lo(p) = E(p) * ρd(p) / π

• View-independence
– Outgoing radiance independent of view direction
– Total irradiance is all we need => cache irradiance



Irradiance caching

E1

E2
A

B

C → E3

• Lazy evaluation of new irradiance values
– Only if cannot be interpolated from existing 

ones

• Example: Values E1 and E2 already stored
– Interpolate at A (fast)
– Extrapolate at B (fast)
– Add new record at C (slow)



Irradiance caching pseudocode

GetIrradiance(p):
Color E = InterpolateFromCache(p);
if( E == invalid )

E = SampleHemisphere(p);
InsertIntoCache(E, p);

return E;



• Cast 500-5000 secondary rays
(user-specified)

• Compute illumination at 
intersection
– Direct illumination only
– Path tracing
– Photon map radiance estimate
– Query in (another) irradiance cache

– No emission taken into account!

E = SampleHemisphere(p);

Indirect irradiance calculation



• Stratified Monte Carlo
hemisphere sampling
– Subdivide hemisphere 

into cells
– Choose a random 

direction in each cell and 
trace ray

E = SampleHemisphere(p);

Indirect irradiance calculation



E = SampleHemisphere(p);

Indirect irradiance calculation

E(p) = ∫ Li(p, ωi) cosθi dωi

• Estimating irradiance  a p:

• General form of the estimator
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Indirect irradiance calculation

• For irradiance calculation, the integrand is:

• PDF:

E = SampleHemisphere(p);
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Indirect irradiance calculation

• Irradiance estimator for IC:

• Lj,k … radiance sample from direction:

• M, N … number of divisions along θ and φ
• … random numbers from R(0,1)



Irradiance caching pseudocode

GetIrradiance(p):
Color E = InterpolateFromCache(p);
if( E == invalid )

E = SampleHemisphere(p);
InsertIntoCache(E, p);

return E;



• If E(p) changes slowly => interpolate more
• If E(p) changes quickly => interpolate less

• What is the upper bound on rate of change (i.e. 
gradient) of irradiance?

• Answer from the “worst case” analysis 
(omitted)

Record spacing



• Near geometry
 dense spacing

– Geometry = source of indirect 
illumination

• Open spaces
 sparse sampling

Record spacing



Record spacing



Irradiance interpolation
E = InterpolateFromCache(p)

• Weighted average:

• Records used for interpolation:



Weighting function
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[ Ward 88 (modified) ]

[Tablellion and Lamorlette 04]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The original weighting function proposed by Ward et al. [1988] has two undesirable properties. First, it goes to infinity when the distance between the point of interpolation p and the location of a record, pi, goes to zero. Second, there is a discontinuity at the border of the influence area of a record. The discontinuity tends to produce some visible seams in the images. One approach to suppressing the seams, used in Radiance, is to randomize the acceptance of a record for interpolation. In our experience, a better way is to make the weight function zero at the border of the influence area – two possibilities are shown on the slide. 



Weighting function

pi

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even when the weight is zero at the border, it may still be virtually impossible to get smooth indirect illumination. The reason is the high value of the weight at the record location.



Weighting function

pi

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using a weighting function that is bounded at the record location, such as the one proposed by Tabellion and Lamorlette [2004], the interpolated illumination becomes much smoother.



Heuristic “behind” test

• Record at pi rejected from interpolation at p if 
p is “behind” pi



Irradiance caching pseudocode

GetIrradiance(p):
Color E = InterpolateFromCache(p);
if( E == invalid )

E = SampleHemisphere(p);
InsertIntoCache(E, p);

return E;



Irradiance cache record

• Vector3 position;
• Vector3 normal;
• float R;
• Color E;
• Color dEdP[3];
• Color dEdN[3]; 

Position in space
Normal at P
Validity radius
Stored irradiance
Gradient w.r.t. translation
Gradient wrt rotation

InsertIntoCache(E, p);



Irradiance cache data structure

• Requirements

– Fast incremental updates 
(records stored on the fly)

– Fast query for all records (spheres) overlapping a 
given point p

InsertIntoCache(E, p);



Data structure: Octree
InsertIntoCache(E, p);



Data structure: Octree
back to …  E = InterpolateFromCache(p)



no gradients with gradients

Irradiance gradients



Irradiance gradients

• Essential for smooth interpolation

• Calculated during hemisphere sampling
– i.e. no extra rays, little overhead

• Stored as a part of the record in the cache

• Used in interpolation
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Rotation gradient
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Rotation gradient formula
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Translation gradient
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Translation gradient formula

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To evaluate the translational gradients efficiently and comfortably, it is beneficial to first shoot rays for all hemisphere cell and record the incoming radiance Lj,k and the hit distance rj,k in a 2-D table indexed by j and k. With such a table it is then easy to evaluate the sums above.



Irradiance interpolation w/ grads
E = InterpolateFromCache(p)

• Weighted average:



• 1988: Ward et al.
– Original idea

• 1992: Ward and Heckbert
– Irradiance Gradients

• 1996:  Jensen
– IC part of Photon maps

• 2004: Tabellion and Lamorlette
– First use of GI in film (Shrek2)

• 2005: Krivanek et al.
– Extension to glossy surfaces
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Irradiance caching history
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Irradiance caching examples
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Irradiance caching examples
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Irradiance caching examples
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Ambient occlusion
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Ambient occlusion

=x
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Ambient occlusion caching



• Fast indirect illumination of diffuse surfaces
– Sprase sampling & fast interpolation

• Consistent but not unbiased

• Tons of implementation details that I did not 
discuss here
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Conclusion



• Practical Global Illumination with Irradiance 
Caching

– SIGGRAPH Course: 2008, Křivánek et al.

– Book, 2009, Křivánek  & Gautron

– Both give references to further resources
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Further reading
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